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SELF-DUAL BINARY CODES FROM SMALL COVERS
AND SIMPLE POLYTOPES
BO CHEN, ZHI LU¨ AND LI YU
Abstract. We explore the connection between simple polytopes and self-dual binary
codes via the theory of small covers. We first show that a small cover Mn over a simple
n-polytope Pn produces a self-dual code in the sense of Kreck–Puppe if and only if Pn is
n-colorable and n is odd. Then we show how to describe such a self-dual binary code in
terms of the combinatorial information of Pn. Moreover, we can define a family of binary
codes BkpP
nq, 0 ď k ď n, from an arbitrary simple n-polytope Pn. We will give some
necessary and sufficient conditions for BkpP
nq to be a self-dual code. A spinoff of our
study of such binary codes gives some new ways to judge whether a simple n-polytope Pn
is n-colorable in terms of the associated binary codes BkpP
nq. In addition, we prove that
the minimum distance of the self-dual binary code obtained from a 3-colorable simple
3-polytope is always 4.
1. Introduction
A (linear) binary code C of length l is a linear subspace of the l-dimensional linear space
F
l
2 over F2 (the binary field). The Hamming weight of an element u “ pu1, . . . , ulq P F
l
2,
denoted by wtpuq, is the number of nonzero coordinates ui in u. Any element of C is called
a codeword. The Hamming distance dpu, vq of any two codewords u, v P C is defined by:
dpu, vq “ wtpu´ vq.
The minimum of the Hamming distances dpu, vq for all u, v P C , u ‰ v, is called the
minimum distance of C (which also equals the minimum Hamming weight of nonzero
elements in C). A binary code C Ă Fl2 is called type rl, k, ds if dimF2 C “ k and the
minimum distance of C is d. We call two binary codes in Fl2 equivalent if they differ only
by a permutation of coordinates.
The standard bilinear form x , y on Fl
2
is defined by
xu, vy :“
lÿ
i“1
uivi, u “ pu1, . . . , ulq, v “ pv1, . . . , vlq P F
l
2
.
Note that xu, vy “ 1
2
`
wtpuq ` wtpvq ´ wtpu` vq
˘
mod 2 for any u, v P Fl
2
, and
xu, uy “
lÿ
i“1
ui, u “ pu1, . . . , ulq P F
l
2.
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Then any linear binary code C in Fl2 has a dual code C
K defined by
CK :“ tu P Fl
2
| xu, cy “ 0 for all c P Cu
It is clear that dimF2 C ` dimF2 C
K “ l. We call C self-dual if C “ CK. For a self-dual
binary code C, we can easily show the following
‚ The length l “ 2 dimF2 C must be even;
‚ For any u P C, the Hamming weight wtpuq is an even integer since xu, uy “ 0;
‚ The minimum distance of C is an even integer.
Self-dual binary codes play an important role in coding theory and have been studied
extensively (see [25] for a detailed survey).
Puppe in [23] found an interesting connection between closed manifolds and self-dual
binary codes. It was shown in [23] that an involution τ on an odd dimensional closed
manifold M with “maximal number of isolated fixed points” (i.e., with only isolated
fixed points and the number of fixed points |M τ | “ dimF2p
À
iH
ipM ;F2qq) determines
a self-dual binary code of length |M τ |. Such an involution τ is called an m-involution.
Conversely, Kreck–Puppe [18] proved a somewhat surprising theorem that any self-dual
binary code can be obtained from an m-involution on some closed 3-manifold. Hence it is
an interesting problem for us to search m-involutions on closed manifolds. But in practice
it is very difficult to construct all possible m-involutions on a given manifold.
On the other hand, Davis and Januszkiewicz in [9] introduced a class of closed smooth
manifoldsMn with locally standard actions of elementary 2-group Zn
2
, called small covers,
whose orbit space is an n-dimensional simple convex polytope P n in Rn. It was shown
in [9] that many geometric and topological properties of Mn can be explicitly described in
terms of the combinatorics of P n and some characteristic function on P n determined by
the Zn
2
-action. For example, the mod 2 Betti numbers of Mn correspond to the h-vector
of P n. Any nonzero element g P Zn
2
determines a nontrivial involution on Mn, denoted by
τg. We call τg a regular involution on the small cover. So whenever τg is an m-involution
on Mn where n is odd, we obtain a self-dual binary code from pMn, τgq.
Motivated by Kreck–Puppe and Davis–Januszkiewicz’s work, our purpose in this paper
is to explore the connection between the theory of binary codes and the combinatorics of
simple polytopes via the topology of small covers. We will show that a small cover Mn
over an n-dimensional simple polytope P n admits a regular m-involution only when P n is
n-colorable. A polytope is called n-colorable if we can color all the facets (codimension-
one faces) of the polytope by n different colors so that any neighboring facets are assigned
different colors. Moreover, we find that the self-dual binary code obtained from a regular
m-involution on Mn depends only on the combinatorial structure of P n and the parity
of n. This motivates us to define a family of binary codes BkpP
nq, 0 ď k ď n, for any
simple polytope P n (not necessarily n-colorable).
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain the procedure of obtaining
self-dual binary codes as described in [23] from m-involutions on closed manifolds. In
section 3, we first recall some basic facts of small covers and then investigate what kind of
small covers can admit regular m-involutions (see Theorem 3.2). In section 4, we spell out
the self-dual binary code from a small cover with a regular m-involution (see Corollary 4.5).
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It turns out that the self-dual binary code depends only on the combinatorial structure
of the underlying simple polytope. In section 5, we study the properties of a family of
binary codes BkpP
nq, 0 ď k ď n, associated to any simple n-polytope P n. A spinoff of
our study produces some new criteria to judge whether P n is n-colorable in terms of the
associated binary codes BkpP
nq (see Proposition 5.6). In section 6, we will give some
necessary and sufficient conditions for BkpP
nq to be self-dual codes for general simple
polytops P n (see Theorem 6.2). In section 7, we prove that the minimum distance of
the self-dual binary code obtained from any 3-colorable simple 3-polytope is always 4 (see
Proposition 7.1). In section 8, we investigate some special properties of n-colorable simple
n-polytopes. In section 9, we study what kind of doubly-even binary codes can be obtained
from n-colorable simple n-polytopes. In particular, we show that the extended Golay code
and the extended quadratic residue code cannot be obtained from any n-colorable simple
n-poltyopes.
2. Binary codes from m-involutions on manifolds
Let τ be an involution on a closed connected n-dimensional manifold M , which has
only isolated fixed points. Let Gτ – Z2 denote the binary group generated by τ . By
Conner [8, p.82], the number |MGτ | of the fixed points of Gτ must be even. So we assume
that |MGτ | “ 2r, r ě 1, in the following discussions.
By [1, Proposition(1.3.14)], the following statements are equivalent.
(a) |MGτ | “
řn
i“0 bipM ;F2q (i.e. τ is an m-involution);
(b) H˚Gτ pM ;F2q is a free H
˚pBGτ ;F2q-module, so
H˚Gτ pM ;F2q “ H
˚pM ;F2q bH
˚pBGτ ;F2q;
(c) The inclusion of the fixed point set, ι : MGτ ãÑ M , induces a monomorphism
ι˚ : H˚Gτ pM ;F2q Ñ H
˚
Gτ
pMGτ ;F2q – F
2r
2
b F2rts.
Next we assume that τ is an m-involution on M . So the image of H˚Gτ pM ;F2q in
F
2r
2
bF2rts under the localization map ι
˚ is isomorphic to H˚Gτ pM ;F2q as graded algebras.
It is shown in [7, 23] that the image ι˚pH˚Gτ pM ;F2qq can be described in the following
way. For any vectors x “ px1, . . . , x2rq and y “ py1, . . . , y2rq in F
2r
2
, define
x ˝ y “ px1y1, . . . , x2ry2rq.
It is clear that F2r2 forms a commutative ring with respect to two operations ` and ˝.
Actually, pF2r2 ,`, ˝q is a boolean ring. Notice that x ˝ x “ x for any x P F
2r
2 . Let
(2.1) V2r “
 
x “ px1, . . . , x2rq P F
2r
2
ˇˇ
xx, xy “
2rÿ
i“1
xi “ 0 P F2
(
.
Then V2r is a p2r ´ 1q-dimensional linear subspace of F
2r
2 . Note that for any u P V2r,
the Hamming weight wtpuq of u is an even integer. The following lemma is immediate
from our definitions.
Lemma 2.1. Let C be a binary code in F2r
2
with dimF2 C “ r. Then the following
statements are equivalent.
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(C1) C is self-dual;
(C2) xx, yy “ 0 for any x, y P C;
(C3) x ˝ y P V2r for any x, y P C.
Moreover, let
(2.2) V Mk “ ty P F
2r
2
ˇˇ
y b tk P Impι˚qu Ă F2r2 , k “ 0, . . . , n.
By the localization theorem for equivariant cohomology (see [1]), we have isomorphisms
(2.3) HkpMn;F2q – V
M
k {V
M
k´1, 0 ď k ď n.
Theorem 2.2 ([7, Theorem 3.1] or [23, p.213]). For any 0 ď k ď n, we have
dimF2 V
M
k “
kÿ
j“0
bjpM ;F2q.
In addition, H˚Gτ pM
n;F2q is isomorphic to the graded ring
RM “ V
M
0 ` V
M
1 t ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` V
M
n´2t
n´2 ` V Mn´1t
n´1 ` F2r2 pt
n ` tn`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ q
where the ring structure of RM is given by
(a) F2 – V
M
0
Ă V M
1
Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă V Mn´2 Ă V
M
n´1 “ V2r Ă V
M
n “ F
2r
2
, where V M
0
is generated
by 1 “ p1, . . . , 1q P F2r
2
;
(b) For d “
n´1ř
i“0
idi ă n with each di ě 0, vωd0 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ vωdn´1 P V
M
d , where
vωdi “ v
piq
1
˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ v
piq
di
, v
piq
j P V
M
i .
The operation ˝ on F2r
2
corresponds to the cup product in H˚Gτ pM ;F2q.
Each V Mk above can be thought of as a binary code in F
2r
2
. Theorem 2.2 and the
Poincare´ duality of M implies that
(2.4) dimF2 V
M
k ` dimF2 V
M
n´1´k “
nÿ
j“0
bjpM ;F2q “ 2r.
In addition, V Mn´1´k is perpendicular to V
M
k with respect to x , y. This is because
HkGpM ;F2q – V
M
k t
k, Hn´k´1G pM ;F2q – V
M
n´k´1t
n´k´1.
So for any x P V Mk and y P V
M
n´k´1, we have xt
k Y ytn´k´1 “ px ˝ yqtn´1 belongs to
Hn´1G pM ;F2q – V2rt
n´1 by Theorem 2.2(b). Then by Lemma 2.1, x ˝ y P V2r implies
xx, yy “ 0. So we have V Mn´1´k Ă pV
M
k q
K. Moreover, dimF2 V
M
n´1´k “ dimF2pV
M
k q
K by (2.4).
This implies that
(2.5) pV Mk q
K “ V Mn´1´k.
Corollary 2.3. V Mk Ă F
2r
2
is self-dual if and only if dimF2 V
M
k “
kř
j“0
bjpM ;F2q “ r.
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Proof. The necessity is trivial. If dimF2 V
M
k “ r, then dimF2 V
M
n´1´k “ r by (2.4). But by
Theorem 2.2(a), we have either V Mk Ă V
M
n´1´k or V
M
n´1´k Ă V
M
k . Then V
M
k and V
M
n´1´k
must be equal since they have the same dimension. So by (2.5), pV Mk q
K “ V Mn´1´k “ V
M
k .
Hence V Mk is self-dual. 
3. Small covers with m-involutions
3.1. Small covers. An n-dimensional simple (convex) polytope is a polytope such that
each vertex of the polytope is exactly the intersection of n facets (pn ´ 1q-dimensional
faces) of the polytope. Following [9], an n-dimensional small cover π : Mn Ñ P n is
a closed smooth n-manifold Mn with a locally standard Zn2 -action whose orbit space is
homeomorphic to an n-dimensional simple convex polytope P n, where a locally standard
Z
n
2
-action on Mn means that this Zn
2
-action on Mn is locally isomorphic to a faithful
representation of Zn
2
on Rn. Let V pP nq denote the set of all vertices of P n and FpP nq
denote the set of all facets of P n. For any facet F of P n, the isotropy subgroup of π´1pF q
inMn with respect to the Zn
2
-action is a rank one subgroup of Zn
2
generated by an element
of Zn
2
, denoted by λpF q. Then we obtain a map λ : FpP nq Ñ Zn
2
called the characteristic
function associated to Mn, which maps the n facets meeting at each vertex of P n to n
linearly independent elements in Zn2 . It is shown in [9] that up to equivariant homeomor-
phisms, Mn can be recovered from pP n, λq in a canonical way (see (3.3)). Moreover, many
algebraic topological invariants of a small cover π : Mn Ñ P n can be easily computed
from pP n, λq. Here is a list of facts on the cohomology rings of small covers proved in [9].
(R1) Let bipM
n;F2q be the i-th mod 2 Betti number of M
n. Then
bipM
n;F2q “ hipP
nq, 0 ď i ď n
where ph0pP
nq, h1pP
nq, . . . , hnpP
nqq is the h-vector of P n.
(R2) Let MZ
n
2 denote the fixed point set of the Zn2 -action on M
n. Then
|MZ
n
2 | “
nÿ
i“0
bipM
n;F2q “
nÿ
i“0
hipP
nq “ |V pP nq|.
(R3) The equivariant cohomology H˚
Z
n
2
pM ;F2q is isomorphic as graded rings to the
Stanley–Reisner ring of P n
(3.1) H˚
Z
n
2
pMn;F2q – F2pP
nq “ F2raF1, . . . , aFms{IPn
where F1, . . . , Fm are all the facets of P
n and aF1, . . . , aFm are of degree 1, and IPn is
the ideal generated by all square free monomials of aFi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aFis with Fi1X¨ ¨ ¨XFis “
∅ in P n.
(R4) The mod-2 cohomology ring H˚pM ;F2q – F2raF1, . . . , aFms{IP`Jλ, where Jλ is an
ideal determined by λ. In particular, H˚pM ;F2q is generated by degree 1 elements.
3.2. Spaces constructed from simple polytopes with Zr
2
-colorings.
Let P n be an n-dimensional simple polytope in Rn. For any r ě 0, a Zr
2
-coloring on
P n is a map µ : FpP nq Ñ Zr
2
. For any facet F of P n, µpF q is called the color of F . Let
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f “ F1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Fk be a codimension-k face of P
n where F1, . . . , Fk P FpP
nq. Define
(3.2) Gµf “ the subgroup of Z
r
2
generated by µpF1q, . . . , µpFkq.
Besides, let Gµ be the subgroup of Zr2 generated by tµpF q ; F P FpP
nqu. The rank of Gµ
is called the rank of µ, denoted by rankpµq. It is clear that rankpµq ď r.
For any point p P P n, let fppq denote the unique face of P n that contains p in its
relative interior. Then we define a space associated to pP n, µq by:
(3.3) MpP n, µq “ P n ˆ Zr2{ „
where pp, gq „ pp1, g1q if and only if p “ p1 and g´1g1 P Gµ
fppq.
‚ MpP n, µq is a closed manifold if µ is non-degenerate (i.e. µpF1q, . . . , µpFkq are
linearly independent whenever F1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Fk ‰ ∅).
‚ MpP n, µq has 2r´rankpµq connected components. So MpP n, µq is connected if and
only if rankpµq “ r.
‚ There is a canonical Zr2-action on MpP
n, µq defined by:
h ¨ rpx, gqs “ rpx, g ` hqs, x P P n, g, h P Zr
2
.
let πµ : MpP
n, µq Ñ P n be the map sending any rpx, gqs PMpP n, µq to x P P n.
For any face f of P n with dimpfq ě 1, let rpfq “ r ´ rankpGµf q and
ηf : Z
r
2
Ñ Zr
2
{Gµf – Z
rpfq
2
be the quotient homomorphism. Then µ induces a Z
rpfq
2 -coloring µf on f by:
(3.4) µfpF X fq :“ ηf pµpF qq, where F P FpP
nq, dimpF X fq “ dimpfq ´ 1.
It is easy to see that π´1µ pfq is homeomorphic to Mpf, µf q.
Example 3.1. Suppose π : Mn Ñ P n is a small cover with characteristic function λ.
Then Mn is homeomorphic to MpP n, λq. For any face f of P n, π´1pfq – Mpf, λf q is a
closed connected submanifold of Mn (called a facial submanifold of Mn), which is a small
cover over f .
3.3. Small covers with regular m-involutions. Let π : Mn Ñ P n be a small cover
over an n-dimensional simple polytope P n and λ : FpP nq Ñ Zn
2
be its characteristic
function. Let us discuss under what condition there exists a regular m-involution on Mn.
Theorem 3.2. The following statements are equivalent.
(a) There exists a regular m-involution on Mn.
(b) There exists a regular involution on Mn with only isolated fixed points;
(c) The image Imλ Ă Zn2 of λ consists of exactly n elemnets (which implies that P
n
is n-colorable) and so they form a basis of Zn
2
.
Proof. (a) implies (b) since by definition an m-involution only has isolated fixed point.
(b)ñ(c) Suppose there exists g P Zn
2
so that the fixed points of τg onM
n are all isolated.
Let v be an arbitrary vertex on P n and F1, . . . , Fn be the n facets meeting at v. By the
construction of small covers, π´1pvq “ p is a fixed point of the whole group Zn
2
. Let
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U Ă M be a small neighborhood of p. Since the action of Zn2 on M
n is locally standard,
we observe that for h “ λpFi1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λpFisq P Z
n
2
, 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă is ď n, the dimension
of the fixed point set of τh in U is equal to n´ s. Then since the fixed points of τg are all
isolated, we must have g “ λpF1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λpFnq.
Next, take an edge of P n with two endpoints v1, v2. Since P
n is simple, there are n` 1
facets F1, . . . , Fn, F
1
n such that v1 “ F1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Fn´1 X Fn and v2 “ F1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Fn´1 X F
1
n.
Then λpF1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λpFn´1q ` λpFnq “ g “ λpF1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λpFn´1q ` λpF
1
nq, which implies
λpFnq “ λpF
1
nq. Since the 1-skeleton of P
n is connected, we can deduce the image Imλ of
λ consists of n elements of Zn
2
which form a basis of Zn
2
.
(c)ñ(a) Suppose Imλ “ tg1, . . . , gnu is a basis of Z
n
2
. Then by the construction of small
covers, the fixed point set of the regular involution τg1`¨¨¨`gn on M
n is
tπ´1pvq | v P V pP nqu “MZ
n
2 .
So the number of fixed points of τg1`¨¨¨`gn is equal to the number of vertices of P
n, which
is known to be h0pP
nq ` h1pP
nq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` hnpP
nq. Then by the result (R1) in section 3.1,
τg1`¨¨¨`gn is an m-involution on M
n. 
Remark 1. It should be pointed out that for an n-colorable simple n-polytope P n, the
image of a characteristic function λ : FpP nq Ñ Zn
2
might consist of more than n elements
of Zn2 . In that case, the small cover defined by P
n and λ admits no regular m-involutions.
So Theorem 3.2 only tells us that if an n-dimensional small cover Mn over P n admits a
regular m-involution, then P n is n-colorable. But conversely, this is not true.
3.4. Descriptions of n-colorable n-dimensional simple polytopes.
The following descriptions of n-colorable simple n-polytopes are due to Joswig [16].
Theorem 3.3 ([16, Theorem 16 and Corollary 21]). Let P n be an n-dimensional simple
polytope, n ě 3. The following statements are equivalent.
(a) P n is n-colorable;
(b) Each 2-face of P n has an even number of vertices.
(c) Each face of P n with dimension greater than 0 (including P n itself) has an even
number of vertices.
(d) Any proper k-face of P n is k-colorable.
Later we will give some new descriptions of n-colorable simple n-polytopes from our
study of binary codes associated to general simple polytopes in section 5.
4. Self-dual binary codes from small covers
Let π : Mn Ñ P n be an n-dimensional small cover which admits a regular m-involution.
By Theorem 3.2, P n is an n-dimensional n-colorable simple polytope with an even number
of vertices. Let tv1, . . . , v2ru be all the vertices of P
n. The characteristic function λ of
Mn satisfies: Impλq “ te1, . . . , enu is a basis of Z
n
2 . By Theorem 3.2, τe1`¨¨¨`en is an
m-involution on Mn. So by the discussion in section 2, we obtain a filtration
F2 – V
M
0
Ă V M
1
Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă V Mn´2 Ă V
M
n´1 “ V2r Ă V
M
n “ F
2r
2
.
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According to Theorem 2.2 and the property (R1) of small covers,
dimF2 V
M
k “
kÿ
j“0
bjpM
n;F2q “
kÿ
j“0
hjpP
nq, 0 ď k ď n.
Then since hjpP
nq ą 0 for all 0 ď j ď n, we have V M0 Ĺ V
M
1 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ V
M
n´1 Ĺ V
M
n “ F
2r
2 .
Note that V Mk is self-dual in F
2r
2
if and only if V Mk “ pV
M
k q
K “ V Mn´1´k by (2.5). Then
V Mk is self-dual if and only if k “ n ´ 1´ k (i.e. n is odd and k “
n´1
2
). So we prove the
following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Let π : Mn Ñ P n be an n-dimensional small cover which admits a
regular m-involution. Then V Mk is a self-dual code if and only if n is odd and k “
n´1
2
.
In the remaining part of this section, we will describe each V Mk , 0 ď k ď n, explicitly
in terms of the combinatorics of P n. First, any face f of P n determines an element
ξf P F
2r
2
where the i-th entry of ξf is 1 if and only if vi is a vertex of f . In particular,
ξPn “ 1 “ p1, . . . , 1q P F
2r
2 and tξv1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξv2ru is a linear basis of F
2r. Note that for any
faces f1, . . . , fs of P
n, we have
(4.1) ξf1X¨¨¨Xfs “ ξf1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ξfs.
We define a sequence of binary codes BkpP
nq Ă F2r
2
as follows.
(4.2) BkpP
nq :“ Span
F2
tξf ; f is a codimension-k face of P
nu, 0 ď k ď n.
Remark 2. Changing the ordering of the vertices of P n only causes the coordinate changes
in Fn
2
. So up to equivalences of binary codes, each BkpP
nq is uniquely determined by P n.
Lemma 4.2. For any n-colorable simple n-polytope P n with 2r vertices, we have
B0pP
nq Ă B1pP
nq Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Bn´1pP
nq “ V2r Ă BnpP
nq – F2r2 .
Proof. By definition, P n can be colored by n colors te1, . . . , enu. Now choose an arbitrary
color say ej, we observe that each vertex of P
n is contained in exactly one facet of P n
colored by ej . This implies that
ξPn “ ξF1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξFs
where F1, . . . , Fs are all the facets of P
n colored by ej . So B0pP
nq Ă B1pP
nq. Moreover,
by Theorem 3.3(d), the facets F1, . . . , Fs are pn´ 1q-dimensional simple polytopes which
are pn´ 1q-colorable. So by repeating the above argument, we can show that B1pP
nq Ă
B2pP
nq and so on. Now it remains to show Bn´1pP
nq “ V2r.
By definition, Bn´1pP
nq is spanned by tξf | f is an edge (or 1-face) of P
nu. So it is
obvious that Bn´1pP
nq Ă V2r. Let tv1, . . . , v2ru be all the vertices of P
n. It is easy to
see that V2r is spanned by tξvi ` ξvj | 1 ď i ‰ j ď 2ru. Then since there exists an edge
path on P n between any two vertices vi and vj of P
n, ξvi ` ξvj belongs to Bn´1pP
nq. So
V2r Ă Bn´1pP
nq. This finishes the proof. 
Later we will prove that the condition in Lemma 4.2 is also sufficient for an n-dimensional
simple polytope to be n-colorable (see Proposition 5.6).
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Theorem 4.3. Let π : Mn Ñ P n be an n-dimensional small cover which admits a regular
m-involution. For any 0 ď k ď n, the space V Mk coincides with BkpP
nq.
Corollary 4.4. Let P n be an n-colorable simple n-polytope with 2r vertices. Then
dimF2 BkpP
nq “
kÿ
i“0
hipP
nq, 0 ď k ď n.
If n is odd, then BkpP
nq is a self-dual code in F2r
2
if and only if k “ n´1
2
. If n is even,
BkpP
nq cannot be a self-dual code in F2r
2
for any 0 ď k ď n.
Proof. Let Mn be a small cover over P n whose characteristic function λ : FpP nq Ñ Zn
2
satisfies: the image Impλq is a basis te1, . . . , enu in Z
n
2
. Then by Theorem 4.3, BkpP
nq
coincides with V Mk . So this corollary follows from Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 4.1. 
Corollary 4.5. Let π : Mn Ñ P n be an n-dimensional small cover which admits a regular
m-involution where n is odd. Then the self-dual binary code CMn “ V
M
n´1
2
“ Bn´1
2
pP nq is
spanned by tξf ; f is any face of P
n with dimpfq “ n`1
2
u. So the minimum distance of
CMn is less or equal to mint#pvertices of fq ; f is a
n`1
2
-dimensional face of P nu.
Problem 1: For any n-dimensional small cover Mn which admits a regular m-involution
where n is odd, determine the minimum distance of the self-dual binary code CMn.
We will see in Proposition 7.1 that when n “ 3, the minimum distance of CMn is
always equal to 4. For higher dimensions, it seems to us that the minimum distance of
CMn should be equal to mint#pvertices of fq ; f is a
n`1
2
-dimensional face of P nu. But
the proof is not clear to us.
In the following, we are going to prove Theorem 4.3. For brevity, let
τ “ τe1`¨¨¨`en, Gτ “ xe1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` eny – Z2 Ă Z
n
2 .
By the construction of Mn, all the fixed points of τ on Mn are v˜1, . . . , v˜2r where
v˜i “ π
´1pviq PM
n, i “ 1, . . . , 2r.
4.1. Proof of Theorem 4.3.
According to the result in (R4) of section 3.1, the cohomology ring H˚pMn;F2q of M
n
is generated as an algebra by H1pMn;F2q. So as an algebra over H
˚pBGτ ;F2q “ F2rts,
the equivariant cohomology ring H˚Gτ pM
n;F2q “ H
˚pMn;F2qbH
˚pBGτ ;F2q is generated
by elements of degree 1. In addition, the operation ˝ on F2r2 corresponds to the cup
product in H˚Gτ pM
n;F2q. So we obtain from Theorem 2.2 that for any 1 ď k ď n,
V Mk “ V
M
1
˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ V M
1looooooomooooooon
k
. On the other hand, there is a similar structure on BkpP
nq as well.
Claim-1: BkpP
nq “ B1pP
nq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝B1pP
nqlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
k
, 1 ď k ď n.
Indeed, for any k different facets Fi1 , . . . , Fik of P
n, their intersection Fi1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Fik is
either empty or a face of codimension k. So by (4.1), we have ξFi1 ˝¨ ¨ ¨˝ξFik “ ξFi1X¨¨¨XFik P
BkpP
nq. If there are repetitions of facets in Fi1 , . . . , Fik , we have ξFi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ξFik P BlpP
nq
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for some l ă k (because x ˝ x “ x for any x P F2r2 ). But since P
n is n-colorable in our
case, we have BlpP
nq Ă BkpP
nq by Lemma 4.2. Conversely, any codimension-k face f of
P n can be written as f “ Fi1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Fik where Fi1 , . . . , Fik are k different facets of P
n.
So ξf “ ξFi1X¨¨¨XFik “ ξFi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ξFik . The Claim-1 is proved.
So to prove Theorem 4.3, it is sufficient to prove that V M
1
“ B1pP
nq, i.e., V M
1
is spanned
by the set tξF ; F is any facet of P
nu. Next, we examine the localization of H1
Z
n
2
pMn;F2q
to H1
Z
n
2
pMZ
n
2 ;F2q more carefully.
Let FpP nq “ tF1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Fmu be the set of all facets of P
n. By our previous notations,
the regular involution τ “ τe1`¨¨¨`en on M
n only has isolated fixed points:
MGτ “MZ
n
2 “ tv˜1, . . . , v˜2ru.
Clearly the inclusion Gτ ãÑ Z
n
2 induces the diagonal maps ∆E : EGτ ÝÑ EZ
n
2 and
∆B : BGτ ÝÑ BZ
n
2 such that the following diagram commutes
EGτ
∆EÝÝÝÑ EZn
2§§đ §§đ
BGτ
∆BÝÝÝÑ BZn
2
.
Since MGτ “MZ
n
2 consists of isolated points, we have a commutative diagram
EGτ ˆM
Gτ
∆Eˆid //
i1
((❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘

EZn
2
ˆMZ
n
2
i2
vv♠♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠

EGτ ˆM
n ∆Eˆid //

EZn
2
ˆMn

EGτ ˆGτ M
n
φ
// EZn2 ˆZn2 M
n
EGτ ˆGτ M
Gτ
i3
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
∆Bˆid“ψ
// EZn2 ˆZn2 M
Z
n
2
i4
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗
where φ is the map induced by ∆E ˆ id, and i1, i2, i3, i4 are all inclusions. Furthermore,
we have the following commutative diagram where i˚
3
˝ φ˚ “ ψ˚ ˝ i˚
4
.
(4.3) H˚
Z
n
2
pMn;F2q
φ˚
//
i˚
4

H˚Gτ pM
n;F2q
i˚
3

H˚
Z
n
2
pMZ
n
2 ;F2q
ψ˚
// H˚Gτ pM
Gτ ;F2q
Note that i˚3 and i
˚
4 are injective, and
H˚
Z
n
2
pMZ
n
2 ;F2q –
à
vPV pPnq
H˚
Z
n
2
pv˜;F2q, H
˚
Gτ
pMGτ ;F2q –
à
vPV pPnq
H˚Gτ pv˜;F2q,
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where v˜ “ π´1pvq is the fixed point corresponding to a vertex v P V pP nq. Then by the
fact that H˚
Zn
2
pv˜;F2q – H
˚pBZn
2
;F2q and H
˚
Gτ
pv˜;F2q – H
˚pBGτ ;F2q, we can regard ψ
˚ as
a direct sum:
(4.4) ψ˚ “
à
vPV pPnq
∆˚B.
We know that H˚pBZn2 ;F2q “ F2rt1, . . . , tns with deg ti “ 1, and H
˚pBGτ ;F2q “ F2rts
with deg t “ 1. For each 1 ď i ď n, let Gi “ xeiy – Z2 Ă Z
n
2 . It is clear that
H˚pBGi;F2q “ F2rtis, 1 ď i ď n; Z
n
2
“ G1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGn.
For any 1 ď i ď n, let ζi : Gi Ñ Gτ be the group isomorphism sending ei Ñ e1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` en,
and let ρi : Z
n
2 Ñ Gi be the projection sending ej to 0 for any 1 ď j ‰ i ď n. Let
θ : Gτ ãÑ Z
n
2 be the inclusion map. It is clear that
ρi ˝ θ ˝ ζi “ idGi , 1 ď i ď n.
Let Bζi : BGi Ñ BGτ and Bρi : BZ
n
2 Ñ BGi be the maps induced by ζi and ρi
between the classifying spaces, respectively. Then since there is a functorial construction
of classifying spaces of groups (see [21]), we can assume Bρi ˝ ∆B ˝ Bζi “ idBGi (recall
that ∆B : BGτ Ñ BZ
n
2
is induced by θ). So for any 1 ď i ď n, we have
id˚BGi “ B
˚
ζi
˝∆˚B ˝ B
˚
ρi
: H1pBGi;F2q Ñ H
1pBZn
2
;F2q Ñ H
1pBGτ ;F2q Ñ H
1pBGi;F2q.
Obviously, we have B˚ρiptiq “ ti for any 1 ď i ď n. In addition, we can assert B
˚
ζi
ptq “ ti
since B˚ζi is an isomorphism, and t and ti are the unique generators of H
1pBGτ ;F2q and
H1pBGi;F2q, respectively. Then ti “ B
˚
ζi
˝∆˚B ˝ B
˚
ρi
ptiq “ B
˚
ζi
˝∆˚Bptiq implies
(4.5) ∆˚Bptiq “ t, 1 ď i ď n.
Our strategy here is to understand the image of the localization map i˚
3
in terms of ψ˚
and i˚
4
. So we need to show that φ˚ is surjective.
Claim-2: The homomorphism φ˚ is surjective.
Indeed, according to [9, Theorem 4.12], the E2-term of the Serre spectral sequence of
the fibration EZn
2
ˆZn
2
Mn Ñ BZn
2
collapses and we have
H˚
Z
n
2
pMn;F2q – H
˚pMn;F2q bH
˚pBZn
2
;F2q.
It means that the small cover Mn is equivariantly formal (see [11] for the definition).
Meanwhile, we already know that H˚Gτ pM
n;F2q “ H
˚pMn;F2q b H
˚pBGτ ;F2q. So the
surjectivity of φ˚ follows from the surjectivity of ∆˚B : H
˚pBZn
2
;F2q Ñ H
˚pBGτ ;F2q which
is implied by (4.5). The Claim-2 is proved.
Remark 3. The surjectivity of restriction map to the equivariant cohomology with respect
to a subgroup is known for many equivariant formal situations. For example, an explicit
statement of the surjectivity result in case of real torus actions is contained in [2, Theorem
5.7].
By the Claim-2, the image of the localization i˚
3
: H˚Gτ pM
n;F2q Ñ H
˚
Gτ
pMGτ ;F2q is
(4.6) Impi˚
3
q “ Impi˚
3
˝ φ˚q “ Impψ˚ ˝ i˚
4
q.
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For any fixed point v˜ PMZ
n
2 , the inclusion iv˜ : tv˜u ãÑM induces a homomorphism
i˚v˜ : H
˚
Z
n
2
pM ;F2q – F2raF1, . . . , aFms{I ÝÑ H
˚
Z
n
2
ptv˜u;F2q – H
˚pBZn2 ;F2q “ F2rt1, . . . , tns.
Then we can write
(4.7) i˚
4
“
à
vPV pPnq
i˚v˜ .
Since we have already known how to compute ψ˚ from (4.4) and (4.5), it remains to
understand each i˚v˜ for us to compute Impi
˚
3
q. This is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Let λ be the characteristic function of the small cover Mn so that Impλq “
te1, . . . , enu is a basis of Z
n
2
. Suppose F is a facet of P n with λpF q “ ej for some 1 ď j ď n.
Then for any vertex v of P n, the fixed point v˜ “ π´1pvq PMZ
n
2 satisfies:
i˚v˜paF q “
"
tj , if v P F ;
0, if v R F.
Proof. Let MF “ π
´1pF q and let MZn
2
“ EZn2 ˆZn2 M
n and pMF qZn
2
“ EZn2 ˆZn2 MF be
the Borel constructions of Mn and MF , respectively. According to the discussion in [9,
Section 6.1], aF is the first Stiefel-Whitney class w1pLF q of a line bundle LF over MZn
2
.
Moreover, the restriction of LF to MZn
2
´ pMF qZn
2
is a trivial line bundle.
For any fixed point v˜ of Mn, let Lv˜ denote the restriction of the line bundle LF to the
Borel construction tv˜uZn
2
“ EZn
2
ˆZn
2
tv˜u.
If a vertex v R F , so v˜ R MF and then Lv˜ is a trivial line bundle over tv˜uZn
2
. So we have
0 “ w1pLv˜q “ i
˚
v˜pw1pLF qq “ i
˚
v˜paF q.
For any vertex v P F , let pv˜ : M
n Ñ tv˜u be the constant map. It is clear that
pv˜ ˝ iv˜ “ idtv˜u. The induced maps p
˚
v˜ and i
˚
v˜ on the equivariant cohomology give
(4.8) id : H1
Z
n
2
ptv˜uq
p˚
v˜ // H1
Z
n
2
pMnq
i˚
v˜ // H1
Z
n
2
ptv˜uq
id : spantt1, . . . , tnu
p˚
v˜ // spantaF1 , . . . , aFmu
i˚
v˜ // spantt1, . . . , tnu
Let λ be the characteristic function of the small cover π : Mn Ñ P n. We can regard λ
as a linear map λ : Zm
2
“ spantF1, . . . , Fmu Ñ Z
n
2
“ spante1, . . . , enu, which is represented
by an n ˆ m matrix A “ pλpF1q, . . . , λpFmqq. Since v˜ is a fixed point of the Z
n
2 -action
on Mn, we can identify the map p˚v˜ in (4.8) with p
˚ : H1pBZn2 q Ñ H
1
Z
n
2
pMnq where
p : EZn2 ˆZn2 M
n Ñ BZn2 is the projection. Then by the analysis of p
˚ in [9, p.438-439],
we have
(4.9) p˚v˜ptjq “ λ
˚ptjq “
ÿ
λpFlq“ej
aFl ,
where λ˚ : spantt1, . . . , tnu Ñ spantaF1 , . . . , aFmu is the dual of λ, which is represented by
the transpose At of A. So we obtain
(4.10) tj “ i
˚
v˜pp
˚
v˜ptjqq “ i
˚
v˜
´ ÿ
λpFlq“ej
aFl
¯
“
ÿ
λpFlq“ej
i˚v˜paFlq “
ÿ
vPFl, λpFlq“ej
i˚v˜paFlq.
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Observe that among all the n facets of P n containing v, there is only one facet (i.e. F )
colored by ej . So we obtain from (4.10) thatÿ
vPFl, λpFlq“ej
i˚v˜paFlq “ i
˚
v˜paF q “ tj .
The lemma is proved. 
Now for an arbitrary facet F of P n, suppose λpF q “ ej. We get from Lemma 4.6 that
(4.11) i˚4paF q “
à
vPV pPnq
i˚v˜paF q “
ÿ
vPF
tj ¨ ξv “ tj ¨ ξF .
Recall that ξv denotes the vector in F
2r
2
“ F
|V pPnq|
2 with 1 at the coordinate corresponding
to the vertex v and zero everywhere else. Combining (4.11) with (4.4) and (4.5), we obtain
(4.12) ψ˚i˚
4
paF q “ t ¨ ξF .
So ψ˚i˚4pH
1
Z
n
2
pM ;F2qq “ t ¨B1pP
nq since ψ˚ and i˚4 are graded ring homomorphisms. Then
by (4.6), we have Impi˚
3
q “ Impψ˚ ˝ i˚
4
q “ t ¨B1pP
nq. This implies that V M
1
“ B1pP
nq.
So we complete the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
5. Binary codes from general simple polytopes
The definition of BkpP
nq in (4.2) clearly makes sense for an arbitrary n-dimensional
simple polytope P n. We call BkpP
nq Ă F
|V pPnq|
2 the codimension-k face code of P
n. It is
obvious that B0pP
nq “ t0, 1u – F2, and BnpP
nq – F
|V pPnq|
2 where
0 “ p0, . . . , 0q, 1 “ p1, . . . , 1q.
In this section, we study some properties of BkpP
nq. The arguments in this section are
completely combinatorial and are independent from the discussion of equivariant coho-
mology and small covers in the previous sections.
For each 0 ď k ď n, BkpP
nq determines a matrix MkpP
nq with columns ξf P BkpP
nq
with respect to an ordering of all the vertices and all the codimension-k faces f of P n.
We call MkpP
nq the code matrix of codimension-k faces of P n.
Example 5.1. Under the labeling of the vertices of the 6-prism Q3 in Figure 1, the code
matrixM1pQ
3q is a 12ˆ8 binary matrix shown in Figure 1. The codewords corresponding
to the top facet F1 and the bottom facet F2 are the first and the second columns ofM1pQ
3q.
Proposition 5.2. For any n-dimensional simple polytope P n, we have
Bn´1pP
nq “ tu P F
|V pPnq|
2 |wtpuq is evenu.
So dimF2 Bn´1pP
nq “ |V pP nq| ´ 1.
Proof. It is clear that for any 1-face f of P n, its Hamming weight wtpξfq “ 2. So
Bn´1pP
nq is a subspace of tu P F
|V pPnq|
2
|wtpuq is evenu. On the other hand, for two
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Figure 1. A 6-prism and its code matrix of codimension-one faces
arbitrary vertices v, v1 P V pP nq, since the 1-skeleton of P n is connected, there exists a
path of 1-faces f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fk on P
n connecting v and v1. So we have
ξv ` ξv1 “ ξf1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξfk P Bn´1pP
nq.
Then our lemma follows from the fact that tu P F
|V pPnq|
2
|wtpuq is evenu is linearly spanned
by tξv ` ξv1 | v, v
1 P V pP nqu. 
In the following proposition, we obtain a lower bound of the dimension of BkpP
nq.
Proposition 5.3. For any n-dimensional simple polytope P n, we have
dimF2 BkpP
nq ě h0pP
nq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` hkpP
nq, 0 ď k ď n.
Proof. Using the Morse-theoretical argument in [5], we can define a generic height function
φ on P n that makes the 1-skeleton of P n into a directed graph by orienting each edge so
that φ increases along it. Then for any face f of P n with dimension greater than 0, φ|f
assumes its maximum (or minimun) at a vertex. Since φ is generic, each face f of P n
has a unique “top” and a unique “bottom” vertex. For each vertex v of P n, we define
the index indpvq of v to be the number of incident edges of P n that point towards v. A
simple argument (see [5, p.115] or [6, p.13]) shows that for any 0 ď j ď n, the number of
vertices of P n with index j is equal to hjpP
nq.
Now fix an integer 0 ď k ď n. For any vertex v of P n with 0 ď indpvq ď k, there are
exactly n ´ indpvq incident edges of P n that point away from v. So there are
`
n´indpvq
n´k
˘
codimension-k faces of P n that are incident to v and take v as their (unique) “bottom”
vertex. Choose an arbitrary one such face at v, denoted by fn´kv .
Claim: tξfn´kv | 0 ď indpvq ď k, v P V pP
nqu is a linearly independent subset of BkpP
nq.
Otherwise there would exist vertices v1, . . . , vs of P
n with 0 ď indpviq ď k, 1 ď i ď s, so
that ξfn´kv1
`¨ ¨ ¨`ξfn´kvs “ 0. Without loss of generality, we can assume φpv1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă φpvsq.
Then among fn´kv1 , . . . , f
n´k
vs
, only fn´kv1 is incident to the vertex v1. From this fact, we
obtain ξv1 ˝
`
ξfn´kv1
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξfn´kvs
˘
“ ξv1 ˝ ξfn´kv1
“ ξv1 “ 0, which is absurd.
This claim implies that dimF2 BkpP
nq is greater or equal to the number of vertices of
P n whose indices are less or equal to k. Hence dimF2 BkpP
nq ě h0pP
nq`¨ ¨ ¨`hkpP
nq. 
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Remark 4. Suppose P n is an n-colorable simple n-polytope. Then the dimension of
BkpP
nq is exactly h0pP
nq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` hkpP
nq by corollary 4.4. So by the claim in the proof of
Proposition 5.3, tξfn´kv | 0 ď indpvq ď k, v P V pP
nqu is actually a linear basis for BkpP
nq.
This gives us an interesting way to write a linear basis of BkpP
nq from a generic height
function on P n. In particular when n is odd, we can obtain a linear basis of the self-dual
binary code Bn´1
2
pP nq in this way.
Corollary 5.4. Let P n be an n-diemensional simple polytope with m facets. Then
dimF2 B1pP
nq ě m´ n` 1.
Moreover, for any vertex v of P n, let Fv be an arbitrary facet of P
n containing v and
F1, . . . , Fm´n be all the facets of P
n not containing v. Then ξFv , ξF1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξFm´n P B1pP
nq
are linearly independent.
Proof. Since h0pP
nq “ 1, h1pP
nq “ m´ n, Proposition 5.3 tells us that
dimF2 B1pP
nq ě h0pP
nq ` h1pP
nq “ m´ n` 1.
For any vertex v of P n, we can define a height function φ as in the proof of Proposition 5.3
so that v is the unique “bottom” vertex of P n relative to φ. Then v is the only vertex
of index 0. For each 1 ď i ď n, let vi be the bottom vertex of Fi relative to φ. Then
it is easy to see that v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vm´n are exactly all the vertices of index 1 relative to φ.
So by the claim in the proof of Proposition 5.3 for k “ 1, ξFv , ξF1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξFm´n are linearly
independent in B1pP
nq. 
Next let us look at what happens when dimF2 B1pP
nq “ m´ n` 1.
Proposition 5.5. Let P n be an n-dimensional simple polytope with m facets. Then
dimF2 B1pP
nq “ m´ n` 1 if and only if P n is n-colorable.
Proof. Let tF1, . . . , Fmu be all the facets of P
n. Suppose P n is n-colorable. Then P n
admits a coloring λ : FpP nq Ñ Zn2 such that the image Imλ is a basis te1, . . . , enu in Z
n
2 .
Set
Fi “ tF P FpP
nq |λpF q “ eiu, i “ 1, 2, . . . , n.
By the definition of λ, each vertex of P n is incident to exactly one facet in Fi. So we have
(5.1)
ď
FPFi
V pF q “ V pP nq,
ÿ
FPFi
ξF “
ÿ
vPV pPnq
ξv “ 1.
Without loss of generality, assume that the facets F1, . . . , Fn meet at a vertex, and
λpFiq “ ei, 1 ď i ď n. So by our definition, Fi P Fi, 1 ď i ď n. We claim that for each
1 ď i ď n´1, ξFi can be written as a linear combination of elements in ξFn, ξFn`1, . . . , ξFm.
Indeed, it follows from (5.1) that
(5.2)
ÿ
FPFi
ξF `
ÿ
FPFn
ξF “ 1` 1 “ 0.
Observe that
tξF |F P Fiu Ă tξFi, ξFn, ξFn`1, . . . ξFmu, tξF |F P Fnu Ă tξFi , ξFn, ξFn`1, . . . ξFmu.
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So (5.2) implies that ξFi is equal to a linear combination of elements in ξFn, ξFn`1, . . . , ξFm.
Moreover, we know from Corollary 5.4 that ξFn, ξFn`1, . . . , ξFm are linearly independent,
hence form a basis of B1pP
nq. So dimF2 B1pP
nq “ m´ n` 1.
Conversely, suppose dimF2 B1pP
nq “ m´n`1. If P n is not n-colorable, by Theorem 3.3
there exists a 2-face f 2 of P n which has odd number of vertices, say v1, . . . , v2k`1. Without
loss of generality, assume that f 2 “ F1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Fn´2 and v1 “ F1 X F2 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Fn. By
Corollary 5.4, tξFn , ξFn`1, . . . , ξFmu is a basis of B1pP
nq. Without loss of generality, we
may assume the following (see Figure 2)$’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’%
v1 “ f
2 X Fn´1 X Fn
v2 “ f
2 X Fn X Fn`1
¨ ¨ ¨
vi “ f
2 X Fn`i´2 X Fn`i´1
¨ ¨ ¨
v2k “ f
2 X Fn`2k´2 X Fn`2k´1
v2k`1 “ f
2 X Fn`2k´1 X Fn´1
fv
1
2
3
4
5
2k-1
2k
2k+1
FF
F
F
n-1
n
1n+
F 2n+
F 3n+
n 12k-
. . .
-
Fn 22k--
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
Figure 2. A face f with odd number of vertices
Assume that there exists ǫi P F2, i “ 1, n, . . . , m so that
(5.3) ǫ1ξF1 ` ǫnξFn ` ǫn`1ξFn`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` `ǫmξFm “ 0.
For each i, by taking the inner product with ξvi on both sides of (5.3), we get
(5.4)
$’’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’’%
ǫ1 ` ǫn “ 0,
ǫ1 ` ǫn ` ǫn`1 “ 0,
ǫ1 ` ǫn`1 ` ǫn`2 “ 0,
¨ ¨ ¨
ǫ1 ` ǫn`i´2 ` ǫn`i´1 “ 0,
¨ ¨ ¨
ǫ1 ` ǫn`2k´2 ` ǫn`2k´1 “ 0,
ǫ1 ` ǫn`2k´1 “ 0.
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The coefficient matrix of the above linear system is a p2k ` 1q ˆ p2k ` 1q matrix over F2.¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
1 1 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
1 0 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
p2k`1qˆp2k`1q
It is easy to show that the determinant of this matrix is 1. So the linear system (5.4) only
has zero solution, which implies that ξF1, ξFn, . . . , ξFm are linearly independent. Then we
have dimF2 B1pP
nq ě m´n`2. But this contradicts our assumption that dimF2 B1pP
nq “
m´ n ` 1. So the proposition is proved. 
From the above discussion, we can derive several new criteria to judge whether a simple
n-polytope P n is n-colorable in terms of the associated binary codes tBkpP
nqu0ďkďn.
Proposition 5.6. Let P n be an n-dimensional simple polytope with m facets. Then the
following statements are equivalent.
(1) P n is n-colorable.
(2) There exists a partition F1, . . . ,Fn of the set FpP
nq of all facets, such that for
each 1 ď i ď n, all the facets in Fi are pairwise disjoint and
ř
FPFi
ξF “ 1 (i.e.,
each vertex of P n is incident to exactly one facet from every Fi).
(3) B0pP
nq Ă B1pP
nq Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Bn´1pP
nq Ă BnpP
nq – F
|V pPnq|
2 .
(4) Bn´2pP
nq Ă Bn´1pP
nq.
(5) dimF2 B1pP
nq “ m´ n ` 1.
Proof. It is easy to verify the above equivalences when n ď 2. So we assume n ě 3 below.
In the proof of Proposition 5.5, we have proved p1q ñ p2q and p1q ô p5q.
Now we show that p2q ñ p3q. By the condition in (2), we clearly have
B0pP
nq Ă B1pP
nq, Bn´1pP
nq Ă BnpP
nq.
It remains to show that BkpP
nq Ă Bk`1pP
nq for each 1 ď k ď n ´ 2. Let fn´k be a
codimension-k face of P n. Without the loss of generality, we assume that
fn´k “ F1 X F2 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Fk, where Fi P Fi, i “ 1, . . . , k.
For each j “ k ` 1, . . . , n, we have thatÿ
FPFj
ξFXfn´k “
ÿ
FPFj
ξF ˝ ξfn´k “ ξfn´k ˝ p
ÿ
FPFj
ξF q “ ξfn´k ˝ 1 “ ξfn´k .
In the above equality, if F X fn´k “ H, then ξFXfn´k “ ξH “ 0. If F X f
n´k ‰ H,
then F X fn´k is a face of codimension k ` 1. so ξFXfn´k P Bk`1pP
nq. Thus we get
ξfn´k “
ř
FPFj
ξFXfn´k P Bk`1pP
nq. This completes the proof of p2q ñ p3q.
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It is trivial that p3q ñ p4q. Next we show p4q ñ p1q. Assume Bn´2pP
nq Ă Bn´1pP
nq.
Notice that the number of nonzero coordinates in any vector in Bn´1pP
nq must be even.
So for any 2-face f 2 of P n, we have ξf2 P Bn´2pP
nq Ă Bn´1pP
nq, which implies that f 2
has an even number vertices. Hence P n is n-colorable by Theorem 3.3. 
6. Self-dual binary codes from general simple polytopes
In this section we discuss under what conditions can BkpP
nq, 0 ď k ď n, be a self-dual
code in F
|V pPnq|
2 . It is clear that when the number of vertices |V pP
nq| of P n is odd, BkpP
nq
cannot be a self-dual code for any k.
Lemma 6.1. Let P n be an n-dimensional simple polytope with n ě 3. Assume that
BkpP
nq is a self-dual code. Then 1 P BkpP
nq and 0 ă 2k ă n.
Proof. Since BkpP
nq is self-dual, we have dimF2 BkpP
nq “ h1pP
nq`¨¨¨`hnpPnq
2
. Moreover,
from [7, Corollary 3.1] it is easy to see that 1 P BkpP
nq. Obviously, k “ 0 is impossible
since dimB0pP
nq “ 1 and n ě 3. If 2k ě n, then at any vertex v of P n there exist two
codimension-k faces f1 and f2 of P
n such that f1 X f2 “ v. But then xξf1, ξf2y “ 1 which
contradicts the assumption that BkpP
nq is self-dual. We can also prove 2k ă n using
Proposition 5.3. Indeed, by Proposition 5.3, we have
(6.1) dimF2 BkpP
nq “
h1pP
nq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` hnpP
nq
2
ě h0pP
nq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` hkpP
nq.
Then since hipP
nq ą 0 and hipP
nq “ hn´ipP
nq (Dehn-Sommerville relations) for all
0 ď i ď n, we must have 2k ă n. 
Theorem 6.2. For an n-dimensional simple polytope P n with n ě 3, BkpP
nq is a self-
dual code if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(a) |V pP nq| is even and dimF2 BkpP
nq “ |V pP
nq|
2
.
(b) All faces of codimensions k, . . . , 2k in P n have an even number of vertices.
Proof. If BkpP
nq is a self-dual code, then (a) obviously holds. Let |V pP nq| “ 2r. For
any face f of codimension l where k ď l ď 2k, we can always write f “ f1 X f2 where
f1 and f2 are faces of codimension k. In particular if f is of codimension k, we just let
f1 “ f2 “ f . Then ξf “ ξf1 ˝ ξf2 P V2r since BkpP
nq is self-dual (see Lemma 2.1). This
implies that the number of vertices of f is even.
Conversely, suppose BkpP
nq satisfies (a) and (b). For any codimension k faces f and
f 1 of P n, either f X f 1 “ ∅ or the codimension of f X f 1 is between k and 2k. Then by
(b), the number of vertices of f X f 1 is even, which implies that xξf , ξf 1y “ 0. Then by
Lemma 2.1, BkpP
nq is self-dual in F
|V pPnq|
2 . Note that by (6.1), the condition (a) implies
0 ă 2k ă n when n ě 3. 
Remark 5. When k ě n´2
2
(n ě 3), the condition (b) in Theorem 6.2 implies that the
polytope P n is n-colorable. But if k ă n´2
2
, the condition (b) cannot guarantee that P n is
n-colorable. For example let P n “ ∆2ˆr0, 1sn´2, n ě 3, where ∆2 is the 2-simplex. Then
P n satisfies the condition (b) for all k ă n´2
2
because any face of P n with dimension greater
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than 2 has an even number of vertices. But by Theorem 3.3(b), P n is not n-colorable
since ∆2 is a 2-face of P n.
Problem 2: For an arbitrary simple polytope P n, determine the dimension of BkpP
nq
for all 0 ď k ď n.
We have seen in Corollary 4.4 that when a simple n-polytope P n is n-colorable, the
dimension of BkpP
nq can be expressed by the h-vector of P n. But generally, the answer
to this problem is not clear to us.
Proposition 6.3. Let P n be a simple n-polytope with 2r vertices and m facets and n ě 3.
(a) When n “ 3, BkpP
3q is a self-dual code if and only if k “ 1 and P 3 is 3-colorable.
(b) When n “ 4, BkpP
4q is never self-dual for any 0 ď k ď n.
(c) When n “ 5, BkpP
5q is a self-dual code if and only if k “ 2 and P 5 is 5-colorable.
(d) When n ą 5, if BkpP
nq is a self-dual code and m ą pn`1qpn´2q
n´3
, then k ě 2.
Proof. When n “ 3, by Lemma 4.4 it suffices to show that if BkpP
3q is a self-dual code,
then k “ 1 and P 3 is 3-colorable. Assume that BkpP
3q is a self-dual code. Then by
Lemma 6.1, k must be 1 and any 2-face of P 3 has an even number of vertices. So P 3 is
3-colorable by Theorem 3.3. This proves (a).
When n “ 4, assume that BkpP
4q is a self-dual code. By Lemma 6.1, k must be 1 and
any 2-face has an even number of vertices. So P 4 is 4-colorable by Theorem 3.3. Then
(b) follows from Lemma 4.4.
Now let n ě 5 and assume that BkpP
nq is a self-dual code. Let fk´1pP
nq denote the
number of codimension-k faces in P n. Then by [6, Theorems 1.33 and Theorem 1.37], we
have
fk´1pP
nq ď
ˆ
m
k
˙
if 2k ă n, and fn´1pP
nq “ 2r ě pn´ 1qm´ pn ` 1qpn´ 2q.
By the fact that dimF2 BkpP
nq ď fk´1pP
nq, we obtain
(6.2) pn´1qm´pn`1qpn´2q ď 2r “ 2 dimF2 BkpP
nq “ h0pP
nq`¨ ¨ ¨`hnpP
nq ď 2
ˆ
m
k
˙
.
If k “ 1, we have m ď pn`1qpn´2q
n´3
. Thus, if m ą pn`1qpn´2q
n´3
, then k ě 2. This proves (d).
Next we consider the case n “ 5 with k “ 1. In this case, we have 6 ď m ď 9 and by
Lemma 6.1, all 3-faces and 4-faces of P n have even of vertices. Moreover, dimF2 BkpP
nq ď
fk´1pP
nq implies that
r “ h0pP
5q ` h1pP
5q ` h2pP
5q “ 1`m´ 5` h2pP
5q “ m´ 4` h2pP
5q ď m.
So we have h2pP
5q ď 4. In addition, by g-theorem we have that h2pP
5q ě h1pP
5q “ m´5,
and h1pP
5q ´ h0pP
5q ě h2pP
5q ´ h1pP
5q so h2pP
5q ď 2h1pP
5q ´ h0pP
5q “ 2m ´ 11.
Combining all these restrictions, we can list all such simple 5-polytopes in terms of their
h-vectors as follows:
‚ hpP 51 q “ p1, 4, 4, 4, 4, 1q with m “ 9;
‚ hpP 5
2
q “ p1, 3, 4, 4, 3, 1q with m “ 8;
‚ hpP 5
3
q “ p1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 1q with m “ 8;
‚ hpP 5
4
q “ p1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1q with m “ 7;
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‚ hpP 55 q “ p1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1q with m “ 7;
‚ hpP 5
6
q “ p1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1q with m “ 6.
Clearly, P 5
6
is just a 5-simplex. So P 5
6
should be excluded since each facet of P 5
6
is a
4-simplex which has an odd number of vertices. By [6, Theorem 1.37], a direct check
shows that P 51 , P
5
3 , P
5
5 are all stacked 5-polytopes. Then they can also be excluded since
any stacked 5-polytope has at least one 4-simplex as its facet. Recall that a simple n-
polytope S is called stacked if there is a sequence S0, S1, . . . , Sl “ S of simple n-polytopes
such that S0 is an n-simplex and Si`1 is obtained from Si by cutting a vertex of Si (cf.
[6, Definition 1.36]).
By [6, Theorem 1.33], we can directly check that P 54 is the dual polytope of a cyclic
polytope C5p7q. Let tF1, ..., F7u be the set of all facets of P
5
4 . By the main theorem in
[26], we can write all the 12 vertices v1, ..., v12 of P
5
4
explicitly in terms of the intersections
of its facets F1, ..., F7 as follows:
v1 “ F1 X F2 X F3 X F4 X F5, v2 “ F1 X F2 X F3 X F4 X F7,
v3 “ F1 X F2 X F3 X F6 X F7, v4 “ F1 X F2 X F5 X F6 X F7,
v5 “ F1 X F4 X F5 X F6 X F7, v6 “ F3 X F4 X F5 X F6 X F7,
v7 “ F1 X F3 X F4 X F5 X F6, v8 “ F2 X F3 X F4 X F5 X F7,
v9 “ F1 X F2 X F4 X F5 X F7, v10 “ F1 X F3 X F4 X F6 X F7,
v11 “ F1 X F2 X F3 X F5 X F6, v12 “ F2 X F3 X F5 X F6 X F7.
We can easily see that each of F1, F3, F5, F7 has 9 vertices, and each of F2, F4, F6 has 8
vertices. Thus, P 5
4
should be excluded as well.
Now the only case left to check is P 5
2
. Note that the dual polytope of P 5
2
is a simplicial
5-polytope with 8 vertices and 16 facets. By the classification in [12, §6.3, p.108-112],
there are exactly 8 simplicial 5-polytopes with 8 vertices up to combinatorial equivalence.
They are listed in [12, §6.3, p.112] in terms of standard contracted Gale-diagrams. By
examining those Gale-diagrams, we find that only two of them (shown in Figure 3) give
simplicial 5-polytopes with 8 vertices and 16 facets. Let Q1 be the simplicial 5-polytope
corresponding to the left, and Q2 to the right diagram in Figure 3. A simple calculation
shows that dimF2 B1pQ
˚
1q “ 6 ‰ 8 and Q
˚
2 has a facet with 11 vertices. Hence P
5
2 cannot
be Q˚
1
or Q˚
2
. So P 5
2
should be excluded as well.
4
2 2
2
3
Figure 3. Two standard contracted Gale-diagrams
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Combining the above arguments, we can conclude that when n “ 5, B1pP
5q is never
self-dual. Therefore, if BkpP
5q is self-dual, k must be 2 and so P 5 is 5-colorable by
Lemma 6.1. Then (c) follows from Lemma 4.4. 
Corollary 6.4. For an n-dimensional simple polytope P n with 2r vertices and m-facets,
if BkpP
nq is a self-dual code in F2r
2
and r ě
`
m
l
˘
for some l ă m´1
2
, then k ě l.
Proof. By (6.2), we have
`
m
k
˘
ě r ě
`
m
l
˘
. Then since 2k ă n ď m ´ 1 (by Lemma 6.1),
we obtain k ě l. 
In general, judging the existence of self-dual codes BkpP
nq for a non-n-colorable simple
n-polytope P n seems to be a quite hard problem when n ą 5. On the other hand,
Corollary 4.4 tells us that 2k-colorable simple 2k-polytopes cannot produce any self-dual
codes. Then considering the statements in Proposition 6.3, it is reasonable to pose the
following conjecture.
Conjecture. Let P n be a simple n-polytope with 2r vertices and m facets, where n ě 3.
Then BkpP
nq is a self-dual code if and only if P n is n-colorable, n is odd and k “ n´1
2
.
7. Minimum distance of self-dual codes from 3-dimensional simple
polytopes
Proposition 7.1. For any 3-dimensional 3-colorable simple polytope P 3, the minimum
distance of the self-dual code B1pP
3q is always equal to 4.
Proof. It is well known that any 3-dimensional simple polytope must have a 2-face with
less than 6 vertices. Then since P 3 is even, there must be a 4-gon 2-face in P 3. So
by Corollary 4.5, the minimum distance of B1pP
3q is less or equal to 4. In addition,
we know that the Hamming weight of any element in B1pP
3q is an even integer. So
we only need to prove that for any 2-face F1, . . . , Fk of P
3, the Hamming weight of
α “ ξF1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξFk P B1pP
3q cannot be 2.
‚ Let V pαq be the union of all the vertices of F1, . . . , Fk.
‚ Let Γpαq be the union of all the vertices and edges of F1, . . . , Fk. So Γpαq is a graph
with vertex set V pαq.
A vertex v in V pαq is called type-j if v is incident to exactly j facets in F1, . . . , Fk.
Then since P 3 is simple, any vertex in V pαq is of type-1, type-2 or type-3 (see Figure 4).
Suppose there are lj vertices of type-j in V pαq, j “ 1, 2, 3. It is easy to see that the
Hamming weight of α is equal to l1` l3. Assume that wtpαq “ l1` l3 “ 2. Then we have
three cases for l1 and l3:
paq l1 “ 2, l3 “ 0; pbq l1 “ 1, l3 “ 1; paq l1 “ 0, l3 “ 2.
Note that any vertex of type-2 or type-3 in V pαq meets exactly three edges in Γpαq.
In other words, Γpαq is a graph whose vertices are all 3-valent except the type-1 vertices.
Let ΓpP 3q denote the graph of P 3 (the union of all the vertices and edges of P 3). and let
Γpαq “ ΓpP 3qzΓpαq. Observe that Γpαq meets Γpαq only at the type-1 vertices in V pαq.
‚ In the case (a), there are two type-1 vertices in V pαq, denoted by v and v1. Then
since Γpαq meets Γpαq only at tv, v1u, removing v and v1 from the graph ΓpP 3q will
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Fi
Fi Fj
Fi Fj
Fk
... ...
F1
... ...
FF
F F
2
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k
v´v
v
v
v
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Type-2
Type-3
ᴦ(  )α
...
Figure 4. The graph of a simple 3-polytope
disconnect ΓpP 3q (see Figure 4 for example). But according to Balinski’s theorem
(see [3]), the graph of any 3-dimensional simple polytope is a 3-connected graph
(i.e. removing any two vertices from the graph does not disconnect it). So (a) is
impossible.
‚ In the case (b), there is only one type-1 vertex in V pαq, denoted by v. By the
similar argument as above, removing v from the graph ΓpP 3q will disconnect ΓpP 3q.
This contradicts the 3-connectivity of ΓpP 3q. So (b) is impossible either.
‚ In the case (c), there are no type-1 vertices in V pαq. So Γpαq is a 3-valent graph.
This implies that Γpαq is the whole 1-skeleton of P 3, and so V pαq “ V pP 3q. Then
the Hamming wight wtpαq “ wtpξF1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξFkq “ wtp1q “ |V pP
3q| ě 4. But this
contradicts our assumption that wtpαq “ 2. So (c) is impossible.
Therefore, the Hamming weight of any element of B1pP
3q cannot be 2. So we finish
the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 6. It is shown in [15] that any 3-dimensional 3-colorable simple polytope can be
obtained from the 3-dimensional cube via two kinds of operations. So it might be possible
to classify all the self-dual binary codes obtained from 3-dimensional simple polytopes.
But we would expect the classification to be very complicated.
8. Properties of n-dimensional n-colorable simple polytopes
For brevity, we use the words “even polytope” to refer to an n-dimensional n-colorable
simple polytope in the rest of the paper. Indeed, this term has already been used by
Joswig [16].
Definition 1. ([22] and [17, Remark 2]) Let F be a facet of a simple polytope P and
V pF q be the set of vertices of F . Define a map ΞF : V pF q Ñ V pP qzV pF q as follows. For
each v P V pF q, there is exactly one edge e of P , such that e Ę F , v P e (since P is simple
and F is codimension one). Then let ΞF pvq be the other endpoint of e.
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Example 8.1. Let Q be the 6-prism in Figure 1 and F be the facet with vertex set
t3, 4, 9, 10u. Then by definition, ΞF : t3, 4, 9, 10u Ñ t1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12u where
Ξp3q “ 2, Ξp4q “ 5, Ξp9q “ 8, Ξp10q “ 11.
p
p
v
F
F
F
F
f
f
1
2
1
3
2
1
2
Figure 5. A facet F with ΞF non-injective
Proposition 8.2. For an even polytope P , the map ΞF is injective for any facet F of P .
Proof. Assume ΞF is not injective. There must exist two vertices p1, p2 P F and a vertex
v R F such that v is connected to both p1 and p2 by edges in P (see Figure 5). Let fi be
the edge with end points pi and v, i “ 1, 2. Suppose the dimension of P is n. Then there
exist n facets, F1, F2, . . . , Fn, distinct to F , such that
v “
nč
i“1
Fi, f1 “
n´1č
i“1
Fi, f2 “
nč
i“2
Fi.
Then we have
p1 “ F
č` n´1č
i“1
Fi
˘
, p2 “ F
č` nč
i“2
Fi
˘
.
Since P is n-colorable, we can color all the facets of P by n-colors e1, . . . , en such that no
adjacent facets are assigned the same color. Suppose Fi is colored by ei, i “ 1, . . . , n. Then
at p1, F has to be colored by en while at p2, F has to be colored by e1, contradiction. 
Proposition 8.3. Let P be an even polytope. For any facet F of P , we have
|V pP q| ě 2|V pF q|.
Moreover, |V pP q| “ 2|V pF q| if and only if P “ F ˆr0, 1s where r0, 1s denotes a 1-simplex.
Proof. By Proposition 8.2, the map ΞF : V pF q Ñ V pP qzV pF q is injective. So we have
|V pF q| ď |V pP qzV pF q| “ |V pP q| ´ |V pF q|.
So |V pP q| ě 2|V pF q|. If |V pP q| “ 2|V pF q|, the injectivity of ΞF implies P “ Fˆr0, 1s. 
Corollary 8.4. Let f be a codimension-k face of an even polytope P . Then |V pP q| ě
2k|V pfq|. Moreover, |V pP q| “ 2k|V pfq| if and only if P “ f ˆ r0, 1sk.
Corollary 8.5. For any n-dimensional even polytope P , we must have |V pP q| ě 2n. In
particular, |V pP q| “ 2n if and only if P “ r0, 1sn (the n-dimensional cube).
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Corollary 8.6. Suppose P is an n-dimensional even polytope, n ě 4. If there exists a
facet F of P with |V pP q| “ 2|V pF q|, then there exists a 3-face of P which is isomorphic
to a 3-dimensional cube.
Proof. It is well known that any 3-dimensional simple polytope must have a 2-face f with
less than 6 vertices. Now since P is even, any 2-face of P must have an even number
of vertices. So there exists a 4-gon face f in F . Then since |V pP q| “ 2|V pF q|, we have
P “ F ˆ r0, 1s by Corollary 8.4. So P has a 3-face f ˆ r0, 1s which is a 3-cube. 
9. Doubly-even binary codes
A binary code C is called doubly-even if the Hamming weight of any codeword in C
is divisible by 4. Doubly-even self-dual codes are of special importance among binary
codes and have been extensively studied. According to Gleason [10], the length of any
doubly-even self-dual code is divisible by 8. In addition, Mallows-Sloane [20] showed that
if C is a double-even self-dual code of length l, it is necessary that the minimum distance
d of C satisfies d ď 4
“
l
24
‰
` 4. And C is called extremal if the equality holds.
A result of Zhang [28] tells us that an extremal doubly-even self-dual binary code must
have length less or equal to 3928. However, the existence of extremal doubly-even self-dual
binary codes is only known for the following lengths (see [13] and [25, p.273])
l “ 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 64, 80, 88, 104, 112, 136.
For example, the extended Golay code G24 is the only doubly-even self-dual [24,12,8] code,
and the extended quadratic residue code QR48 is the only doubly-even self-dual [48,24,12]
code (see [14]). In addition, the existence of an extremal doubly-even self-dual code of
length 72 is a long-standing open question (see [27] and [25, Section 12]).
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.5, which gives us
a way to construct doubly-even self-dual codes from simple polytopes.
Proposition 9.1. For an p2k`1q-dimensional even polytope P , the self-dual binary code
BkpP q is doubly-even if and only if the number of vertices of any pk`1q-dimensional face
of P is divisible by 4.
Definition 2. We say that a self-dual binary code C can be realized by an even polytope
if there exists a p2k ` 1q-dimensional even polytope P so that C “ BkpP q.
Example 9.2. An extremal doubly-even self-dual binary code of length 8 and 16 can
be realized by the 3-cube and the 8-prism (8-gonˆr0, 1s), respectively. In addition, the
p2k ` 1q-dimensional cube realizes a special doubly-even Reed-Muller code.
Proposition 9.3. The r24, 12, 8s extended Golay code G24 cannot be realized by any even
polytope.
Proof. Assume G24 can be realized by an n-dimensional even polytope P
n, where n is odd.
Then P n has 24 vertices. By Corollary 8.5, we have 24 ě 2n which implies n “ 1, 3. But
n “ 1 is clearly impossible. And by Proposition 7.1, n “ 3 is impossible either.
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Another way to prove this result is that since P 3 must have a 4-gon face, the code
B1pP
3qmust have a codeword with Hamming weight 4. But it is known that any codeword
of G24 must have Hamming weight 0, 8, 12, 16 or 24. 
Proposition 9.4. The r48, 24, 12s extended quadratic residue code QR48 cannot be realized
by any even polytope.
Proof. Suppose QR48 can be realized by an n-dimensional even polytope P
n. Then by
Corollary 8.5, we must have n “ 1, 3 or 5. But by Proposition 7.1, n cannot be 1 or
3. If n “ 5, since |V pP 5q| “ 48, any 3-face of P 5 has to be an even polytope with 12
vertices by Corollary 8.4 and the fact that the minimum distance of QR48 is 12. Then P
5
is isomorphic to the product of a simple 3-polytope with r0, 1s2 by Corollary 8.4 again.
This implies that P 5 has a 3-face isomorphic to a 3-cube. But this contradicts the fact
that any 3-face of P 5 has 12 vertices. 
Proposition 9.5. An extremal doubly-even self-dual codes of length 72 (if exists) cannot
be realized by any even polytope.
Proof. Assume that C is an extremal doubly-even self-dual binary code of length 72 and C
can be realized by an even polytope P . Then by the definition of extremity, the minimum
distance of C is 16 and P has 72 vertices. Moreover, we have
(i) the dimension of P has to be 5 by Corollary 8.5 and Proposition 7.1;
(ii) any 3-face of P must be an even polytope with 16 vertices by Corollary 8.4 and
Proposition 9.1.
Then any 4-face of P must have 32 or 36 vertices by Corollary 8.4.
‚ If P has a 4-face F with 32 vertices, then F “ f ˆ r0, 1s where f is a 3-face with 16
vertices by (ii) and Corollary 8.4. This implies that P has a 3-face isomorphic to a 3-cube
by Corollary 8.6. But this contradicts (ii).
‚ If P has a 4-face F with 36 vertices, then P “ F ˆ r0, 1s by Corollary 8.4. So P has
a 3-face isomorphic to a 3-cube by Corollary 8.6. This contradicts (ii) again.
So by the above argument, such an even polytope P does not exist. 
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